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AOPA Responds to the Looming Threat of Post Acute Care Bundling of O&P: Initial 
Response from Hill Favorable 

 

We wanted to advise you regarding a relatively new, 
potentially very serious threat to O&P Medicare 
reimbursements, and actions AOPA is taking to move 
proactively to eliminate or markedly reduce this threat. 
 

Congress is in the process of considering a permanent “doc fix,” i.e., eliminating the so-called SGR, 
or sustainable growth rate formula which consistently triggers significant legally-mandated 
reductions in the Medicare physician fee schedule. This effort may or may not ultimately be 
successful, but if it does go forward, Congress will need to identify $130 billion of new Medicare 
cuts to ‘pay for’ this permanent doc fix. The prime means to find these moneys has been identified 
as the implementation of ‘post acute care bundling’—whereby Medicare would make a single 
(reduced) payment to one contracted entity. 
 

CMS has already initiated some demonstration projects on post acute care bundling, and 
Congressional staff believe this can alone generate $100 billion of the needed savings. 
 

http://www.aopanet.org/


 

AOPA submitted a position paper to Congressional staff last week regarding the need to include 
orthotics and prosthetics in the list of exceptions to PAC bundling and has received information 
from staffers on the House Energy and Commerce Committee indicating a favorable response to 
AOPA’s position.  It appears that the preliminary response and recommendation from Hill staff is 
that prosthetics and orthotics ought not be included in the PAC bundle currently being worked on 
in conjunction with the "pay fors" for the SGR (doc fix) legislation in deference to the need to 
assure that the existing right of Medicare beneficiaries/limb loss/limb impaired patients to select 
the health care professional with whom they engage in a long-term, often life-long patient care 
relationship geared to maximizing their mobility not be interfered with via any assignment over the 
first 90 days after hospital discharge that Medicare might undertake from a cost-containment 
objective. 
 
While gratified with this unofficial feedback, AOPA remains concerned, and will remain very vigilant 
on this issue.  All  you need to do is look at the President’s Budget, released today, to see that the 
second largest source of projected Medicare savings over the next ten years is ascribed to over 
$100 billion  in savings via post acute care bundling!  There is a great deal of interest in the post 
acute care bundling topic as a means of saving money, which means there is a commensurate 
ongoing risk for error and misunderstanding, particularly as cost-cutting desires escalate.   
 
We will be examining this issue at next month's AOPA Policy Forum, and AOPA will continue to 
watch and engage carefully on behalf of the profession and our patients.  We will keep AOPA 
members advised, and especially will alert you of any renewed risk arising around the PAC topics. 
 
 

Read more by reading the full release here! 

 

DME MAC Guidance for Split Code Orthoses: 
OTS Vs. Custom Fitted Vs. Custom Fabricated 

 

 The Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) with the 
release of the 2014 HCPCS codes created a new subset of 
prefabricated codes, 55 in total, which they deemed to be off-the-
shelf (OTS) orthoses. They also created a series of 23 "split codes" 
or orthoses that can be provided either off the shelf or 

customized to fit a specific patient by an individual with expertise. The creation of the split codes and 
the OTS codes raised many questions, including who will make the decision whether an orthosis requires 
proper fitting by a trained individual or can be delivered as an off the shelf item without additional 
fitting and training, and what documentation will be required to support claims for services that require 
proper fitting by a qualified individual? 

 

The Durable Medical Equipment Medicare Administrative Contractors (DME MACs) have the 
responsibility to develop coverage criteria or policies that must be met in order to justify claim payment 
and medical necessity. With the creation of the new subset of prefabricated orthoses, it was expected 
that the DME MACs would revise the existing medical policies to establish when items should be 
delivered as OTS and when the items require fitting by an individual with expertise. The DME MACs have 
not released revised policies but they have released a correct coding directive and provided some other 
additional clarifications. Below is a summary of the key points of DME MAC correct coding 
announcement and the full announcement may be accessed by clicking here. 
 

"An item that is prefabricated and requires minimal self-
adjustment for fitting at the time of delivery, and this fitting 

http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/post-acute-care-bundling-threat/
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_cFK47ekpImMzBFi_JnBhUrnU6EL0Iv783CBZk__eEL8hP70H1GXkdpuhCQjVwyC1qwFsqhhJBLmxegQ26soZJrNqDM_CiZWpoUsBC9huMmi2XwXcvvX1kHz5D1ey81iCwA33bJyjU6JeeHWaPSOifPRh_mRszWmvytI6Jgj6esoIqpNgvHRxKJi9QcS5i8WbaWNP3FH-dOSrIzyohnoOg==&c=5TFJFvxkGg7uAA5HuNVGyXhVNL0Trcl0vq4L7bC8XVzrNg3xD4Ia6g==&ch=lAKtruzrVx4v_13z694UH7E_6LqugNh8L0V0QhYeBP8qQPfXMbHc-w==


 

doesn't require the expertise/knowledge of a qualified practitioner is considered an OTS orthosis." This 
is not new information, but the announcement did specify that the adjustment of straps/closures and 
any bending/trimming for final fit or comfort at the time of delivery would constitute minimal self-
adjustment." 

 

"An item that is prefabricated and requires substantial modification for fitting at the time of delivery in 
order to provide an individualized fit to the patient is considered a custom fitted item." The 
announcement defines substantial as any changes made to achieve an individual fit, such as requiring 
the item to be trimmed, bent, molded (with or without heat) or any other alterations beyond self-
adjustment, and the changes are done by a qualified practitioner. 
 

The announcement did clarify who is considered a qualified practitioner, and as such is allowed to 
provide custom fit items. "Qualified practitioners are: 

 

 Licensed physicians 

 Licensed physical or occupational therapists  

 Licensed in orthotics or prosthetics by the state in which the item is supplied when the state 
requires the licensing of orthotics and prosthetics practitioners 

 In states that do not require licensing of orthotics and prosthetics practitioners, a qualified 
practitioner must be specifically trained and educated to provide or manage the provision of 
custom fabricated orthotics, and is certified by the American Board for Certification in Orthotics 
and Prosthetics, Inc. or by the Board for Orthotist/Prosthetist Certification, or is an individual 
who has equivalent specialized training in the provision of custom fabricated orthoses." 

 

CMS believes this list is consistent with qualified provider language first published in the BIPA 2000 
legislation as well as previous information published on the CMS website in December of 2013. 
 
Most importantly the announcement provides guidance on who decides when an OTS, custom fit or 
custom fabricated item is required and what type of documentation you should have in your records. 
 

The announcement indicates that the ordering physician will be the one in charge of determining which 
item is provided to the patient. The announcement states that the supplier must provide the item that is 
specified by the ordering physician, for example the type of orthosis and the method of fitting and/or 
fabrication. The announcement also says that you may refer to the policies or supplier manuals for 
additional information and guidance, so this indicates that while the orthotist may work with the 
physician to help decide which type of orthosis is required, the physician will have to indicate on the 
order what type of orthosis is necessary. 
 

Lastly, the announcement states that, "the records must indicate/justify the need of the custom fitted 
item over the OTS item." This can be achieved by documenting the type of fabrication methods used, 
the type of materials used, type of modifications/alterations provided at the time of fitting and at the 
time of delivery, and lastly document who fabricated and fit the item including their credentials ( i.e. are 
they a qualified practitioner). 
 

There are still questions which remain unanswered: Are claims going to be reviewed manually? Will 
policy, once it is developed, or these new correct coding directives be applied retroactively? What is the 
role of the PDAC in all of this; will PDAC revise its existing coding verifications for these products? 

 

AOPA will continue to press CMS and the DME MACs for answers to the questions not answered by this 
release, and any new questions and concerns that arise, and make sure that AOPA member's best 
interests are properly addressed, including some areas we are reviewing for accuracy and consistency 
with the statutes which define CMS' authority on these issues.  
 



 

Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 
 

Off-the-Shelf Orthoses and Competitive Bidding Update 
 

The creation of the new split codes, primarily the off-the-
shelf codes, set the stage for CMS to include  HCPCS codes 
which include the term "off the shelf" in their descriptors in 
a future round of competitive bidding. The potential for 
inclusion of OTS orthoses in future rounds of competitive 
bidding is obviously a major concern for AOPA and the O&P 
industry. The recent publication of the Advanced Notice of 
Proposed Rulemaking (ANPRM) regarding implementation 
of a national competitive bidding program by 2016 
represents a significant development in the potential for 
inclusion of OTS orthoses as a product category subject to 
competitive bidding. 
 
AOPA is in the process of preparing comments in advance of the March 28 deadline that will reflect the 
key concerns of O&P professionals and our patients on competitive bidding.  We expect to include 
within those comments our concerns regarding the DME MAC announcement last week of 'guidance' 
related to the new OTS codes (including especially the so-called split codes--where there are separate 
codes for devices provided with/and without clinical care by the orthotist), the continued overreach of 
CMS in its definition of OTS which is at variance from the statutory definition and the strict adherence to 
the "minimal self-adjustment" criteria, CMS/DME MAC's assertion of a new, non-statutory term 
"substantial" activities of the CO or other health professional as if this has relevance to how OTS is 
distinguished from custom-fabricated and custom-fitted orthotics, as well as documentation and 
continuity of care issues for patients treated with orthotic devices in accordance with the physician's 
prescription.  AOPA also encourages its members to submit independent comments as well.   The 
ANPRM may be viewed here. 
 

The term "off-the-shelf orthoses" is statutorily defined as "orthoses described in section 1861(s)(9) of 
the [Social Security] Act that require minimal self-adjustment for appropriate use and do not require 
expertise in trimming, bending, molding, assembling or customizing to fit a beneficiary. Medicare in 
their regulations altered the definition OTS, by changing the definition of "minimal self-adjustment" to 
mean any adjustment made by the beneficiary, a caretaker for the beneficiary, or the supplier of the 
device and does not require the services of a certified orthotist or an individual who has specialized 
training. AOPA has voiced its serious concerns regarding CMS' expansion of the term "off-the-shelf" 
from the statutory definition which requires "minimal self-adjustment" to include adjustments provided 
by the "beneficiary, caregiver, or supplier" through multiple meetings and correspondence with CMS 
officials. 
 
AOPA continues to seek regulatory refinements to ensure that the term "off-the-shelf orthoses" is 
appropriately defined and that only those items which meet the statutory definition of OTS are the only 
ones considered eligible to be included in future rounds of the competitive bidding program. Other 
important questions arising under this latest announcement would be: (1) how will the authorization for 
physicians as qualified providers be interpreted, namely, will activities by an otherwise unqualified 
employee in physician offices purporting to operate "under the supervision of a physician" who never 
actually has any interaction with the patient about the orthoses be considered as still meeting the 
qualified provider requirement; and (2) exploration of this announcement's introduction of the new 
term "substantial" as the threshold for the requirement for a qualified provider-this is a much higher bar 
than the term "minimal self-adjustment" already articulated in the statute as the threshold. 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_cFK47ekpImMzBFi_JnBhUrnU6EL0Iv783CBZk__eEL8hP70H1GXkdpuhCQjVwyCKEuMMWMjOMgZn2NeQ5ccxHHJkMaDtHv0nrgccajtEsma7-XVzwpeOu5Vd5qYFFpGiUsP5zVcK_h_kkjxeQPgsKp5LFYQYIykRW4W0Fue0UTlJ9hu_O90qT4VLZkQXE4tQxD1DUbG5ZWfoVz4ix_fFQ==&c=5TFJFvxkGg7uAA5HuNVGyXhVNL0Trcl0vq4L7bC8XVzrNg3xD4Ia6g==&ch=lAKtruzrVx4v_13z694UH7E_6LqugNh8L0V0QhYeBP8qQPfXMbHc-w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_cFK47ekpImMzBFi_JnBhUrnU6EL0Iv783CBZk__eEL8hP70H1GXkdpuhCQjVwyCKEuMMWMjOMgZn2NeQ5ccxHHJkMaDtHv0nrgccajtEsma7-XVzwpeOu5Vd5qYFFpGiUsP5zVcK_h_kkjxeQPgsKp5LFYQYIykRW4W0Fue0UTlJ9hu_O90qT4VLZkQXE4tQxD1DUbG5ZWfoVz4ix_fFQ==&c=5TFJFvxkGg7uAA5HuNVGyXhVNL0Trcl0vq4L7bC8XVzrNg3xD4Ia6g==&ch=lAKtruzrVx4v_13z694UH7E_6LqugNh8L0V0QhYeBP8qQPfXMbHc-w==


 

 

If you wish to help AOPA in ensuring that only those items which meet the true definition of off-the-
shelf are included as eligible for inclusion in any future rounds of competitive bidding consider attending 
the 2014 AOPA Policy Forum April 2-4 in Washington, DC; and have your voice heard on Capitol Hill. 
 

Questions regarding the DME MAC Correct Coding announcement may be directed to Joe McTernan at 
jmcternan@aopanet.org or Devon Bernard at dbernard@aopanet.org. 
 

Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 
 

Viva AOPA - Coding & Billing Seminar Las Vegas! 
  

Don’t miss the April 7-8 Coding & Billing Seminar 
in the heart of the Las Vegas Strip at the Mirage 
Hotel & Casino!  
 

There is a reason why the AOPA Coding and Billing 
Seminar is ranked #1 by the most successful O&P 
Professionals!  
 

During the general session you will learn how to 
code complex devices, including repairs and adjustments, plus: 

 O&P Overview of Federal Agencies  

 Medical Policy Basics  

 Review of Medicare LCDs/Policy 
Articles  

 Specific guidelines on coding Lower 
Limb Prostheses, Spinal Orthoses and 
AFO/KAFO  

 Documentation  

 Claim Reviews  

 Internal Audits  

 Hot Topics, Utilization Data & Current 
Trends in O&P  

 

AOPA experts provide the most up-to-date information to help O&P Practitioners and office billing 
staff learn how to code complex devices, including repairs and adjustments, through interactive 
discussions with AOPA experts, your colleagues, and much more. Meant for both practitioners and 
office staff, this advanced two-day event will feature breakout sessions for these two groups, to 
ensure concentration on material appropriate to each group. 
 

Register today by clicking here! 
 

  Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 
 

The 2014 AOPA Policy Forum is Coming – Make a Difference! 
 

April 2-3, 2014 
Special Extended Programming Available April 3-

4, 2014 
Renaissance Hotel – Washington, DC 

 

April is Limb Loss Awareness Month, what better way to 
support the profession than to participate in the Annual 
Policy Forum, April 2-3 at the Renaissance Washington DC 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_cFK47ekpImMzBFi_JnBhUrnU6EL0Iv783CBZk__eEL8hP70H1GXkcQFfDwt1CZ04A1xLYYNuRok2vCi6nXl-BW1B2fo1eJrUjegg34ESM-51RV3ecTjWbiXndm9-iof7jDQTxtcLhPQX0s45Zi8ntMftPsApY9HJjSpkXCQmR9Lt7mACPct4zhbicrxBQxRQDw6fqeKUNyT2p9Zno0A5nM5IO-XZv6RDCJO_YrPJis=&c=5TFJFvxkGg7uAA5HuNVGyXhVNL0Trcl0vq4L7bC8XVzrNg3xD4Ia6g==&ch=lAKtruzrVx4v_13z694UH7E_6LqugNh8L0V0QhYeBP8qQPfXMbHc-w==
http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001_cFK47ekpImMzBFi_JnBhUrnU6EL0Iv783CBZk__eEL8hP70H1GXkcQFfDwt1CZ04A1xLYYNuRok2vCi6nXl-BW1B2fo1eJrUjegg34ESM-51RV3ecTjWbiXndm9-iof7jDQTxtcLhPQX0s45Zi8ntMftPsApY9HJjSpkXCQmR9Lt7mACPct4zhbicrxBQxRQDw6fqeKUNyT2p9Zno0A5nM5IO-XZv6RDCJO_YrPJis=&c=5TFJFvxkGg7uAA5HuNVGyXhVNL0Trcl0vq4L7bC8XVzrNg3xD4Ia6g==&ch=lAKtruzrVx4v_13z694UH7E_6LqugNh8L0V0QhYeBP8qQPfXMbHc-w==
mailto:jmcternan@AOPAnet.org
mailto:dbernard@AOPAnet.org
https://aopa.wufoo.com/forms/2014-mastering-medicare-las-vegas-nv/
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-foru


 

Hotel, with extended educational programs being offered April 3-4. 
 
The Policy Forum is your best opportunity to learn the latest legislative and regulatory happenings 
and how they will affect you, your business and your patients. Once you are armed with the facts, 
we as a profession will educate our Members of Congress to offer common sense solutions and 
share how the O&P profession restores lives and puts people back to work. Your Congressional 
appointments will be organized by AOPA staff and lobbyist. 
 
Policy Forum attendees will participate in enlightening sessions, such as: 

 
• The Horrific RACs Era for Prosthetics, Where Are We, and Where/When (If Ever) Might It End? 
• Hear the latest on CMS, OTS Orthotics, What the Statute Says on Minimal Self-Adjustment, What 
CMS Says, Competitive Bidding and/or Other Directions for OTS Orthotics 
• Competitive Bidding—Off the Shelf (OTS), New HCPCS Codes—How Does It All Make Sense? 
• Medicare O&P Improvements Act, H.R. 3112 
• Appropriations, Funding for Research & Education, S 521/S.522 
• Emerging RAC Fairness Legislation 
• Amputee Veterans Bill of Rights, H.R. 3408 
• Federal Insurance Fairness for Amputees Bill (H.R. 3020) 
 
Quick Links 

 About the Policy Forum 
 Extended Education Modules 
 Registration 
 Location & Hotel Reservations 
 Schedule 

 
The Policy Forum ends on Thursday, April 3rd with advocacy visits with elected representatives and 
their staffs. AOPA’s staff and lobbyists schedule these meetings for attendees. 
 
The low registration fee of $150 and a location close to Capitol Hill make it easy and convenient to 
participate. Join us in 2014 to make a difference for the entire profession and, visit the monuments, 
the museums and all the attractions our nation’s capital has to offer – all just minutes from the 
hotel. 

Register Now! 
 

Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 

 
Extended 2014 Policy Forum – Education Modules on April 3-4! 

 

To maximize your time away from the office, the Policy Forum 
has been reformatted for 2014 to offer you additional learning 
opportunities on important and pertinent topics. To make this 
experience even more beneficial, you can customize your 
schedule and register for the additional modules you are most 
interested in. 
 

Module I, Thursday, April 3, 5:00 – 8:00 PM 
A Closer Look at How Washington WILL Impact your Business. (Includes dinner) 

http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-forum/#aboutpf
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-forum/#extendeded
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-forum/#pfreg
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-forum/#location
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-forum/#pfschedule
https://aopa.wufoo.com/forms/2014-policy-forum-registration/
http://www.aopanet.org/legislative-regulatory/2014-policy-foru


 

• Understanding Congressional Appropriations, How Does Money Get Out of Washington for 
Research, Educational & Other Programs 
• CBO — What is the Congressional Budget Office, How Does It Work and Why is It Important? 
• Special Programs That Will Impact Your Future: ACOs, DRGs, Post Acute Care Bundling & CMS’s 
Office of Innovation 
• Let’s Sue the Bastards: A Primer About Suing the Medicare Program 
 

Module II, Friday, April 4, 2014, 8:30 AM – 1:00 PM 
Special Business and Clinical Educational Program Begins: Coding, RAC, OTS Coding, Appealing to 
the ALJ & FDA Educational Program Segments (Includes breakfast and lunch) 
• Coding and Reimbursement Segment (2 hours) 
 o Primer: Steps You Can Take to Avoid RAC/Pre-Payment Audits and Succeed If You Get  
 Them 
 o New Off-the-Shelf Orthotic Codes–Guide to Avoid Becoming a Witness Against Yourself. 
• Taking Your Claims All the Way to the ALJ: How to Do It, and Win (1 hour) 
• FDA: Has O&P Awakened a Sleeping Regulatory Giant–Overview of GMPs, Unique Device 
Identifiers, Complaint Files and Central Fabrication Compliance issues (1-1/2 hours) 

 

Registration is available by clicking here! 
 

Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 
 

 
 

Businesses in the News: Amputee Coalition Delivers New BMI Calculator 
 

The Amputee Coalition, in conjunction with members of its 
Scientific and Medical Advisory Committee (SciMAC), has 
created a body mass index (BMI) calculator to help individuals 
with limb loss assess their weight status by calculating their 
body mass index. Body mass index is a measure of body fat 

based on height and weight that applies to adult men and women and is commonly used to assess a 
person's weight status. 
 

The Coalition stresses that the calculator, which may be found on the Coalition’s 
Web site, is not a diagnostic tool. However, if a person’s BMI indicates that they 
may be overweight or obese, that individual should talk to his or her doctor 
about what they can do to lead a healthy lifestyle. Being overweight or obese is 
linked to an increase in many diseases and health conditions.  
 

Additional information may be available by contacting the Coalition’s information specialists. 
 

Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter.  

https://aopa.wufoo.com/forms/2014-policy-forum-registration/
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Deadline Approaching To Become A Presenter At The 2014 AOPA National Assembly 
 

Share Your Research ▪ Advance Your Career ▪ Improve Patient Care 
 
 

 
 

Become a Presenter at the 2014 AOPA National Assembly—The largest meeting in the 
United States for the O&P Profession 

 
The 97th Annual AOPA National Assembly will be held September 4-7 at the Mandalay Bay Resort in 
Las Vegas.  Your clinical submissions, based on sound research and strong empirical data, will set 
the stage for a broad curriculum of highly valued clinical and scientific offerings at the 2014 AOPA 
National Assembly.   
 
The Call for Papers requests that all interested presenters submit an abstract of their proposed 
scientific paper or description of their proposed business or technical paper.    
 
All free paper abstracts for the 2014 AOPA National Assembly must be submitted electronically 
using the appropriate online submission form. 
 
If you are interested in presenting a free paper, poster or organizing a scientific symposium at the 
2014 AOPA National Assembly, please click here to view the model abstract and learn more about 
the submission process. 
 
The review committee will grade each submission based on the criteria below and reach a decision 
regarding acceptance of the abstracts. 
* Relevance, level of interest in topic 
* Quality of Scientific Content 
* Quality of Clinical Content 
 
Should you have questions about the submission process or the National Assembly in general, 
please contact AOPA Headquarters at (571) 431-0876 or tmoran@AOPAnet.org 

 
Click here to go back to the top of the newsletter. 
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The ABC’s of Audits: What to Expect & How to Respond 
March Audio Conference 

 

 
 

Audits have arrived and they are here to stay.  An auditor’s job is to seek out questionable 
Medicare payments made in the past and recoup as much money for the Medicare program as 
they can. But where did they come from? How do they work?  To answer these questions and 
many more, including how to prepare for an audit, attend the audio conference. Join AOPA on 
March 12th for a Mastering Medicare Audio Conference that will focus on the following issues: 
 

 Learn who is auditing your claims and why 

 How do audits work 

 What restrictions do the auditors have 

 How to identify potential problems 

 How to handle an audit (documentation, timely responses, etc.) 
 
The cost of participating is always just $99 for AOPA members ($199 for nonmembers) and any 
number of employees may listen on a given line.  Listeners can earn 1.5 continuing education 
credits by returning the provided quiz within 30 days and scoring at least 80%. 
 

Register online here! 
 
Contact Devon Bernard at dbernard@AOPAnet.org or 571/431-0854 with content questions. 
 
Contact Betty Leppin at bleppin@AOPAnet.org or 571/431-0876 with registration questions. 
 
Click here to go to the top of the newsletter. 

 

Upcoming Events 
  
Mar 12  The ABC’s of Audits: What to  
  Expect and How to Respond 
  Telephone Audio Conference 
  Learn more or register online here 

 

Apr 2-4  2014 AOPA Policy Forum 
  Renaissance Hotel 
  Washington, DC 
  Learn more or register online here 
 
Apr 7-8  Mastering Medicare: Adv. Coding 
  & Billing Techniques Seminar 
  Las Vegas, NV 
  Learn more or register online here 
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http://bit.ly/aopa2014audio
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